Press Release
Rumour Clarification
AHMEDABAD, MARCH 23, 2018:GALA GLOBAL PRODUCTS LIMITED [BSE Code:
539228], is a leading brand in printing Industry and has marked its presence as one of the most
developing entity in field of Multicolor Offset Printing and commercial printing in India.
The Company announced that it has received phone calls and E-Mails asking clarification on
rumors prevailing in the market regarding profitability of the company and its sustainability.
Commenting on Rumors Mr. Vishal Gala, Managing Director, GALA GLOBAL PRODUCTS
LIMITED said “Since last two days we are receiving phone calls and E-mails from some
stakeholders asking clarification on the rumors prevailing in the market about sustainability of
the company. With these regard we would like to inform that company is doing exceptionally
good business and company does not suffer from any losses nor has planned to sell its business.
Moreover,we are in the stage of expansion and receiving number of big orders and business
commitments from reputed organization which is further boosting our productivity. Once again
we confirm that the negative rumors prevailing in the market are factually incorrect and there are
no adversities on the company or on its business.”
For more details please visit the website of the company and for further information, please
contact:
Ms. Neelam Gurbaxani
(Company Secretary)

GALA GLOBAL PRODUCTS LIMITED
Contact No.: 7575008383
E-mail : inf.galaglobal@gmail.com

Caution Concerning Forward- Looking Statements:
Some statements in this document may be forward-looking statements. These statements are based on
management’s current expectations or beliefs, and are subject to uncertainty and changes in circumstances.
Actual results may vary materially from those expressed or implied by the statements herein due to changes
in economic, business, competitive, technological and/or regulatory factors. Gala Global Products Limited is
under no obligation to, and expressly disclaims any such obligation to, update or alter its forward-looking
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise.

